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Hong Kong, a thriving 
and prosperous city, 
w i th every th ing we 
want. 
We have above-aver-
age living environment. 
We have our colorful 
material world. 
We are wealthy? 
No 
We always lose our ori-
entation in this bustling 
and flourishing world. 
Our soul is fragile. 
We seem to have no 
root to rely on. 
cfSiina 
H ！ r.M-Tji 
1 rnrniMnm^ . . , . 
Looking at our people. 
E a c h l o o k s a f t e r 
himself. 
Looking at our place. 
Grouping at sixes and 
sevens, have no order, 
contain no identity. 
Our world is running 
busily. 
Everyone is pushed to 
earn his/her living. 
Then, 
How about our lost 
spirit? 
We need to save it. 
We have to think about 
it. 
Think about our 
culture, our identity, 
our tradition, our 
innovsition. 
All we need 
Are only a stop in our 
busy life and an 
aesthetic mind. 

J 圓 咖 d u 咖 n 
When I was a child, I love drawing. I love using different color and 
lines to draw what I like. Dad, Mom, pretty girls, cartoon, trees, flowers, 
houses, home, bedroom are the objects frequently appear in my 
drawings. It seems that the composition of my pictures showing my 
fond dream when I was little. 
When I was small, I love listening to music. I love the rhythm and the 
melody of a song. It makes me feeling like swimming in a sea of 
dream. 
When I was a little girl, I love to dance. Following the rhythm of the 
background music, I can move as freely as I want without restric-
tion and express my deep feeling without adhering to formalities. 
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I 咖 g l u 鄉 _ ’ 言 
Everyone in their childhood was brave enough to express their pref-
erences -anger and laughter. They have their dream when they are 
small. Children are keen at using picture, music, dancing, etc., to 
convey their feeling in a strong sense. Through those simple artistic 
expressions, Children's angelical mind can be guided systematically 
to voice out their likes and dislikes and can help them to develop 
their own kind of aesthetic theory. 
However, when people grow up gradually and become more com-
plex-minded, their courage in expressing their deeply in mind feel-
ing is weakened. They are even too lazy to think about their dream 
and their preferences. Earning their livelihood seems to occupy most 
of their time and spend much of their metal and physical effort on. 
Their life is full, but their mind is fragile. 
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Unfortunately, this situation is worsening in today's Hong Kong, people 
keep on working crazily to earn their "money" and finding their own 
perfect material world. They have their colorful life. They have their 
work，their entertainment, and their shopping schedule. However, 
they are not willing to spend a little of their time to think about "them-
selves" and to express their feeling. It seems that there is a "missing 
layer” in most people' life. Truly spreaking, most of the people in 
Hong Kong do not understand themselves quite well. Their mind is 
fragile. They have no preference. They show no strong likes and 
dislikes. Is it a worthwhile for them to rekindle their childhood? 
It cannot be neglected that children are pure in their mind and have 
no practical issue to deal with. Therefore,Jhey can express their feel-
ing straightly and purely without dirt. When People becomes older, 
the worry comes. However, during their worries, they can still find 
out their missing layer, if they agree to give themselves a break. A 
stop in their busy life to think and to learn is the simplest method to 
find out their truth. Like Children, using very simple and direct artistic 
expressions, people can also voice out their mind and develop their 
own kind of aesthetic judgement which in turn finding and creating 
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藝術與社會Arts and Society 
A r t (藝術)，as engraved on one's bones and heart, is an una t t a i n -
able and respectable sentiment.and is only be approached 
by men of superior attainment. 
Actually, Art gets m a n y f a c e s . On one hand, it involves many 
theories, which seems to be too far away from the lives of the people. 
On the other hand, when it fuses with other physical qualities of the 
actual world, it is an essential e lement of the livelihood. 
Art not only addresses "high" culture and for appreciation in the 
museums and galleries. When combined with the daily life, Art is in 
certain an important contributor to the development of the society. It 
is also an essential element f o r t h e c o m f o r t o f o n e s ' m i n d . 
Effective teaching in the arts can promote many intellectual and cre-
ative abilities and a deep and sympathetic understanding of cultural 
values, traditions and innovation. 









Arts and Society藝術與社會 
Art and Museum 
Art, in most of the time, is associated with the appreciation 
with the high Art - painting, sculptures, music, dance, 
drama, literature and is related to large scale museums, 
exhibition center, galleries, theatres, etc. 
Museums and galleries (many of which were established 
in the nineteenth century with the aim of mass education) 
offer access to visual culture in physical condition. 
However, in the museum, many of people are able to say 
with conviction and sincerity that they like art but would find 
it extremely difficult to say precisely what they like and why 
they like it. They would find themselves confused, unable 
to fit things together... people would also find it impossible 
to express in words what our experience of looking has 
been like, and this would make the uninformed viewers, 
feel excluded and inadequate and resulting in the unpopu-
larity of museums and galleries. 
Museums and galleries, in other words, are used to hoUSe 
the masterpieces of the famous artists. However, 
the internal spatial arrangement inside those exhibition 
spaces is not so suitable for the installation of the artwork. 
As most of the artwork is temporarily located at the exhibi-
tion spaces, the interaction between artwork and its envi-
ronment is limited. Besides, because of the constraints 
resulted from the fixed structural partitions, the permanent 
wall finishing as well as the floor height of the spaces, the 
presentation of the artwork is further limited. Moreover, the 
art gallery exhibits works against the bare white walls, iso-
lating its inmates f rom their neighbors as well 
as f rom life at large. 
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Chikatsu-Asuka Historical Museui^ 
Tadao Ando 
Glasstation. Glass Shnwrnnm Tn 
麵與社會 Arts and Society 
Therefore, in the recent few years, many artists start to 
leave the traditional museums and galleries and to ex-
hibit their artworks in everyday，s environment and the psy-
chological space of one's mind. They abandon the tradi-
tional artistic medium and eliminate the separation be-
tween their artwork and the viewers and to encourage 
the participation of the people. 
Museum Approach 
Ideal Approach 
Arts and Society藝術與社會 
Art and the Public 
"As children, we learn to draw before we can write but very soon literacy and numerarcy become, through school, 
the criteria of our achievement.“ 
"In some cases, the pictorial image is more powerful than words to convey us a complex mass of information and 
ideas.“ 
(From John Dewey 's "Art As Experience") 
In John Dewey 's "Art As Experience' 
In recent years, the movement and exercises in everyday's event, especially the city life, 
becomes the popular subjects and inspiration of the artists. Humanity starts to replace the 
original position of the Individualism in their theory. The thinking process of the viewers has 
the same importance as the action of the creators. This results in the popularity of the "life 
artist" in the modern world. 
, h e writes, 
"Acquiring and aptitude and a skill in looking critically at the arti-
facts of the past and the present that surround us is not neces-
sarily easy.“ 
Krzysztof Woodiczko, "Projection on the Hirschhorn Museum" 
Using xenon-arc projectors to re-signify public monument takes 
the museum as itts inevitable extension. The images present a 
contradition in three parts: a candle shining in the dark and thus 
illuminates, a gun that threaten and a microphone—bank that 
speacks of both publicity and power. 
The works of those life artists allow people t o th ink , t o q u e s t i o n a n d t o a s k t h e m -
selves and to encourage the participation of the people to complete their 
a r t w o r k . The whole process can enhance the perception ability of the people, their con-
sciousness and criticizing abilities can also be promoted. 
At the same time, the creating abilities of the artists can be improved in the process of 
interacting with the viewers. Their idea can also be inspired through the reaction and the 
opinion of the viewers. This interacting process is beneficial to both sides. Art is no longer 
mysterious and indistinct to the normal public, on the contrary, its effect to the public world 
is genuinely clear. The repellence and the fear from the public towards "Art" would then be 
eliminated. 
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藝術與社會Arts and Society 
from the book "Art & Place: essays on art from a Hong Kong 
perspect/V6r written by Clarke, David James. 
"..LArt would survive in the contemporary world by engagement, 
rather than by withdrawal into a hermetic "purity”.., 
“…A happ^ing Is certainly a social activity, with audience partici-
pmton enGouraged to the point wher^ the rotes of artists and spec-
tators caii become blurred. However, |t might be argued that the 
danger with the happenings is that t h e ^ t a t i e merging of art and 
life may erase the very distance which gives art its critical value. ” 
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Arts and Society藝術與社會 
Art and Disables and Patients 
Art performs magic as well. 
Arts can be employed by artists, teachers and tutors for 
the benefits of those with disability and illness. It helps 
many including the disabled and disadvantaged t o relax, 
to enjoy, to part icipate and to、improve their 
se l f -esteem and provides a healing process 
for them. 人 
Drama, mime, movement, painting, music, very simple 
artistic activities, provide a miraculous effect to the patients. 
They open a new dimension in life, a New World 
for these people. 
Certain kind of curing methods are as follows: 
- Drama creates a new room for the mentally 
handicapped. 
- I n s i d e a movement/dance activity, move-
ment is encouraged to develop a closer re-
lationship to one another. 
- Using of mime to the deaf can offer relief 
from the great strain of trying to lip-read and 
perceive and understand all the feeling or 
action because of what they see happening. 
There are still many other practicing arts, which is used 
as a form of psychotherapy for the emotional, mental and 
spiritual needs of the people to help them seeking mean-
ing in their lives and solutions to inner disturbance as 
well as resolving their situation. 
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藝術與社會Arts and Society 
From the book, "The Arts and Disabii 
Lord, I 
.Iwritten by Geoffrey 
"Art is a hot-line with the unconsciou^ria it is from the un-
conscious that the clues of the o ^ i n of the problem 
emerge...for some patients, their paintings or other created 
objects are the only perceptible means of communication of 
their inner struggle for health... The feelings expressed could 
not have been put into words, yet the significance of the im-
ages unfolded little by little, clarifying the underlying prob-
lems..." 
"•"As the patient 's self-discovery continues, self-growth, 
self confidence and self-healing takes place." 
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Arts and Society藝術與社會 
Art and Space 
In the past, when the artworks were still housed inside the museums or art 
galleries, the relationship between art and space is very weak. The art gallery 
that exhibits works against bare white walls, isolating its inmates from their neigh-
bors as well as from life at large. The artworks can be greatly influenced by the 
quality of the space surrounding them, especially when the room for exhibition 
is in a horrible state. 
Actually, an exhibit is always more than the sum of its parts. When it stands 
alone, it has its own value. However, when it is placed in an "exhibition space", 
it should be combined with the surroundings to produce an effect which can 
further bring out the deeply meaning of that exhibit, and this is one of the difficul-
ties to create a "complete" artwork. This new dimension in Art theory is greatly 
popularized in this few years and is named as "Installation Art". 
There are two main directions for "Installation Art": 
-Works of Art created for a place. 






intersect with each other 
a close relationship 
Society outside Society outside 
Traditional Museum Approach Ideal Approach 
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藝術與社會Arts and Society 
I ‘ 
^ ‘ "It would become meaningless if placing this installation artwork into 
adiffprent place. Also, in this type of art, the exhibit itself is respon-
：釋"^ Ible to both time and space which will work together to produce a 
combined feeling to the viewers or participates and create a three-
dimensional, painting for appreciation. As a macro point of view, this 
kind of artwork can "response to the city's history, its present and its 
r 4Hture，in ways that actively engage thought and feeling about the 
.、严ctuality of belonging to "the city"; considered as a great collective 
enterprise occupying a complexly defined site." 、 
\ I . i , , I 
* ” »「： 
；‘丨A代 works created for particular sites beyond the walls of galleries or 
丨:museum will continue to play a part in this strategy of engagement 
1 f npe they enable to interact with new audience in a direct way" 
(Quot^ from "Art & Place: essays on art from a Hong Kong petBpective" written by 
"^ larke； David James) ！ 
U树al丨ation architecture, having similar meaning, is responsible to 
ie^urroundings and produces specific effect with the site. Having 
kind of architecture, a public space can be Invested with a 
^ e w e d vitality, extending its availability as a place to be. in which a 





香港藝?BW景 Hong Kong Arts background 
Cultural 
‘ - ； \ • 
Hong Kong is a thriving and prosperous city. Most of the people can enjoy the favor-
able and supehoi； living and working environment. The speed and scope of 
economical, political and technological chan•弓 is undertaking rapidly. However, the 
arts in Hong Kong have not enjoyed balanced deviBibpmeht over the years. "Cultural 
Desert- is commonly used to ridicule the terfible situation of Hong Kong. To break 
away from the image as a "cultural desert", Rpng Kong Government and the Urban 
Council started to play a more position role, ia promoting the arts. At the beginning, 
the ci^ltural life In Hong Kong centered mainly op Various amateur groups, supple-
mented by occasional visits from passing overseas performers. There were few 
venues, and the arts were the entertainment of a relatively small number of people. 
The image of "High Arts" is kept for many years and" the progress for developing the 
popularity of Art activities was slow at the begi^niri^ of the 1970s. 
1970s. 
Museyms Established , 
t heJ | [ ^ong KongArte Festival was developed on a reiat^Jly 
in Hong Kong, 
n a B W I f f l l R j TrbrffTO IdSffi^l^Enits for quality performan 
f*the government to carry out policies to support the art develq 
Hong Kong Arts Centre, the music office, the Hong Kon ” 
Conservatory of music were established Injff^Q^jrie 
^^jTipletion of the Academic Community Hal " 






ft followed "by the 
•n the following 
fig Kong Academy 
i n d the Chung YIng 
)na Kong Government to reviQ^ its ppllcy 
/efrole^ iia'promoting cultural d ^ l d i ^ e n t 
iot 
-:.  . ‘ 
l i i f f j j i i l ^ i i a - p r o m o t i n g cultural d ^ l g ^ e n t . 
cing the arts more accessibPe. Recreation and Culture DepartmelFrt^s then set 
up to promote arts de^ppment. I^uch progress has since been mad? 
Hong Kong Arts background ff^藝?SW景 
1980s. 
Arts education began 
111 1982, the Coun 
"l ldViseth 
Hon|lfong. The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts w^gr^ 




Establisement of HKADC 
In 1992, an arts policy was conducted to review the policy on the arts development 
and to establish ways for the further expansion. Hong Kong Arts Development Coun-
cil (HKADC) was resulted to firmly support the future development of the arts. 
HKADC is an independent statutory body (started from 1 June 1995) with executive 
powers, funded by both public and private bodies and serviced by its own body. 
In December 1995, HKADC has submitted its first five-year Strategic Plan to the 
Government with a request for funding. This plan set the blueprint for the develop-
ment of the arts in the years 1996-2000 and was implemented since April 1996. 
(Details refer to the 5-year Strategic Plan issued by Hong Kong Arts Development 
Council) 
The Major roles of the HKADC include 
1 .Funding 
2.Policy and Planning 
3. Advocacy 
4. Promotion and Development 
-to support the development of the arts 
- t o plan for the development of the arts 
- t o speak for the arts, to lobby for their appre 
ciation and to seek support. 
- t o be proactive in the implementation of 
policies,programmes and activities. 
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iroposal for Arts Adminstractive 
Structure of Hong Kong SAR 
香港藝？&=Hf:S:Hong Kong Arts background Hong Kong Arts background 
Composed of appointed and elected 
members from the professional arts 
sector; remuneration for members 
should be considered. Concerned 
government departmantal officials are 
represented. 
(Distrcut Boards "“ 
- the present two Municipal Councils 
and 18 Disrict Boards to be changed 




-lobbying for more seats for cultural sector 
-urging politional parties to set up cultural 
policies. 




Arts Development Council 
-wider scope of respons丨bilites 
-Coordinates all arts development resources. 
Strategic Development Board 
-to include the development of cultural 
facilities. 
Recources Development ar 
^ aaement Board 
id Man- 、 
/ 
Art Form Board 
V 
� 
Arts Education Committee 
International Exchange Committee 
Promote and Marketing Committee 
Secretariat 
-Increase in manpower and absorb the cul-
tural presonnel of the two Municipal Councils 
Reallocate resourdes & sup-
port all professional amateur 
arts companies. 
Corporctisation 
- v e n u e management and programming by professional arts 
adminstractors for a centra丨 arts centre to avoid being executively 
led. 
-perorming arts groups (formerly under the Urban Council) 
-Cultural and arts services, including libraries and museum. 
Corporctisation 
-Programming and venue mangement 
-Engagement of professional arts admi门stractiors 
for district arts centre, community halls 
. -Other arts services, such as libraries. 
_ 
arts companies /artists 
Hong Kong Policy 
Research 
Cultural and Education Council 
-Reviews cultural policy 
-Drafts relevant laws 
-Opens up sources of funding for cultural & 
the arts. 
Cultural Department 
-Carries out cultural policies 
-Opens up sources of funding 
-Provides supports, other than financial, such 
as exhibition space 
-Antiquities Committee and office 
Education Department 
-Implement education policies 
-Increase arts courses in the curricula of 
primary / secondary schools 
Academy for Performing Arts 
-Strengthen training of more arts teachers 
7 universities and HK Institute of Educa-
tion 
-Increase arts courses in curricula 
‘-increase traininn of arts tfiachfirs ^ 
Private Foundations 
Corporate / Private 
Sponsorships 
香港藝隨景 Hong Kong Arts background 
Arts and artistic activities in Hong Kong 
Tranditional Arts Activities 
Future Arts Activities 
In the recent year, exhibitions on different arts expressions 
by individual artistic parties c明 be found in Hong Kong, 
P^ ia ' l y am the es^blisifTient-Qtthe 4H(^ g-T<oag Art DevS-
q^ment Council. iFfey were fun%d by HKAofe-for renting 
•r ^^ 
n u ^ as well as 納ning the exhibitions. Al-
thQugh.tliey-are sufeorted by.HKko.C, they ar^dministra-
tion independent. They gan enjoy freedom in running their 
own art3>groups and in deciding their arts orientation. The 
only thing they have to deal with is to submit their annual 
programrrtes or strategy to HKADC with a request for funding. 
Under this policy, new types of private Artspace are resulted. 
They are located in the old communities to establish an in-
novative exhibition mode and to create a casual artistic at-
mosphere in Hong Kong 
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Hong Kong Arts background ff^藝?SW景 
Exhibition Venues in Hong Kong 
Tranditional Exhibition Veneus 
Parallel with the development of Hong Kong Arts and 
Culture, the City Hall was established. It is one of the 
ppncipal venues for performing arts, and has contrib 
to remove Hong Kong from being labeled a ^ L 
〜 膝 Urban Council's anf l 
performing venues:參 
also branched out to various urban regions 够 
,.'JkiU iiii' 
the new towns with the opening of ajiumbeir 
l ^pn i t y Arts Centres to enrich peopi 
the mid of 198C^ the ko Shan 
s e r j P l ^ f f l R R l ^ i J Qhi Wan. SheungWaj i 
^I^P&fWifflS^iidaiJglj jFe罕 l3ter*came on stream to 
^ K / e the increasing pQpulatipn. In 1989, the-iestablish-
ment of the Hong^Sng^Cultural Centre promoted a big 
step for the clevelopTnepI: of the perforrhjng arts into an 
intematronal point of Y 礙 Centre, y 
Kong Kong 
Museum v^ell-establi 
arts community in ftohq Kongg 
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香港藝隨景 Hong Kong Arts background 
Exhibition Venues in Hong Kong 
Contemporary Exhibition Veneus 
- ^ ^ 
^ t n e i | p u m ^ . t h e Mainland China 
丨 胡 W i t K ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o f arts f rom the | 
'ilNe spatial qualities of traditional exhibition venues as 
well as the traditional images of Hong Kong Arts among ) 
the public. More concern on the social issues appears 
yn the mind of those young artists. They start to bring 
• out their concern on the social problems in this city and 
greflect their own Utopia and to find their own land tg 
M 
gaxhiblt their masterpieces, out of the control of the tra 
Motional types of Artspace. An artwork, for them, is 
bnly for appreciation in a bare place, it should hay 
pv^ 孕ignal spreading oyer the people. Ip淨 
le knd ；Galleriesic6me out, like) P^n 




feci in the^old 
. t h e 
are not as aooc 
iddpenaeht Ar^space^re Iqp考 
I grassroots is happQned> 
fenri the J o ^ ^ f i j ^ ^ p g  t  g d as 
ljljB young_®^ i ; ; ^0 f i r s t to last, begin their 
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TalV/o'^Q^ 
la i Po Marke^*V： 
Unlverslty^^ 
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HONG KONG ISLAND 
Hong Kong Island 
1. Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware 
2. Hong Kong Arts Centre Pao Galleries 
3. Hong Kong Museum of Medical Sci-
ences 
4. Hong Kong Racing Museum 
5. Law Uk Folk Museum 
6. Police Museum 
7. Tsui Museum of Art 
8. University Museum & Art Gallery, the 
University of Hong Kong 
Kowloon 
9. Hong Kong Museum of Art 
10. Hong Kong Museum of History 
11. Lei Cheng Uk Branch Museum 
12. Hong Kong Science Museum 
13. Hong Kong Space Museum 
New Territories 
14. Chinese University Art Museum 
15. Hong Kong Railway Museum 
16. Sam Tung Uk Museum 
17. Sheung Yiu Folk Museum 
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問題 / 不盡處 Problems/Deficiencies 
Invalid education system and limited interaction with the public on Art 
In Hong Kong, there is Art Centre. Museum of Art. Performance Theatre. Cultural Centre 
etc. located in different district and many Artists can be found in different categories' 
also, our government pays an important attention on the education of Art as well. However" 
the ef fect s e e m s to be unsatisfied. The participation of the public in the art activities and 
the aesthetic judgement of most of the citizens are still poor when compared with other 
cities. Extracted from the preliminary analysis reports by several researchers, there are 
reasons explaining this phenomenon. Some of these say that, the majority would think that 
the places/activities for appreciation of Art in Hong Kong are in an area out of their daily life/ 
activities. They would not reach there in the normal days. Also, they always have a misun-
derstanding that "Art" has nothing to do with their own life and cannot help them to earn 
their living. Therefore, except initiated by "something" (may be peer pressure), they would 
not go to the above-said places or participating those kinds of activities. There are also 
reasons for the misconceptions of the public about the studies or appreciation of Art. One 
of these is the lacking of communicat ion between Artists and the society. The 
Artiste always do their own creation and lack of a social concern in their work. A mysterious 
and unknown muffler would then covers on the surface of their masterpieces. There should 
be a dialogue between artists and the public in order to create a sympa-
thetic feeling in the artwork, A new prospect in the art field can be established. The 
aesthet ic m ind of the publ ic can also be benefited. All the people in different field works 
together to build a "complete" world. 
Problems/Deficiencies 問題/不盡處 
Inadequate support for local young artists 
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Art is the largest institution in Hong Kong providing formal 
and professional training to the people who have desire in the field of performing arts. There 
are also degree courses in fine arts, music, design, etc. in other universities, like Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong University, Hong Kong Polytechnic University etc. Other 
diploma and part-time courses in design are provided with governmental or private bodies. 
Thousands of young artists come out every year without any working opportunity 
in t he i r f i e ld . Hong Kong government p r o v i d e s n o h e l p to those young people, forcing 
them to knuckle under the real situation to earn their living. They may have to change their field 
or even give up their dream. Although there are many exhibition venues or performance theatre, 
young people are given with n o c h a n c e t o s h o W the i r brilliance as all those spaces are 
used to house the masterpieces of the famous artists who are highly reputed. Also, w o r k i n g 
S tud io f o r t h e m is l i m i t e d as well. Some of them have to do their creation in their home. 
They have find the egress themselves. 
Chance to explore 
their talent 
Chance to displace 
their work 
Room for creation financial assistance 
(both mental & physical) ,oung artistsy 
need 
Chance to progress 
(discussion a m o n g 
artists) 
Chance to process 
( i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h 
public) 
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問題 / 不盡處 Problems/Deficiencies 
Inappropriate spatial quality of the traditional exhibition spaces 
In Hong Kong, there are many large-scale galleries and museum existed in different district, 
cultural centre, Hong Kong Art Centre. Hong Kong Art museum, district centres etc. Each 
of these areas provides large and equipped exhibition apace for people to locate their 
artworks. However, "Having enough Quan t i t i e s do not mean having g o o d Qua l i t i es ". 
The exhibition spaces in Hong Kong, for most of the cases, are designed for the tradi-
tional type of exhibition. They are usually consisted of bare white walls with exactly the 
same floor height and partition width for each of the exhibition room. No matter what the 
exhibits are displayed, the spatial quality for the whole room is still the same. 
From the book, "Art & place: Essays on art f rom a Hong Kong perspective" written by 
Clarke, David James, he writes, 
"•••an exhibit is always more than the sum of its parts...“ 
The surrounding environment where the exhibit placed should be combined with the ex-
hibit itself to produce a unique impression. Exhibit is a unique feature. What it needs is a 
place dedicated for it. However, most of the exhibition places in Hong Kong are not able to 
provide flexibility for the artists' creation. The production of the artists is also restricted by the 
administrative policies of the museum executives. The Artists cannot create their own art-
works freely in these kind of large-scale exhibition spaces. Therefore, in the recent years, 
several individual artist-groups begin to jump out the control of the formal art executives! 
They find their own world in the old communities, to f use w i th the loca l res idents . 
Inside their own Artspace, they csi门 do what they want. They can change the wall finishing 
to fit their own creation. This is what "Art" is. 
Contemporary 
.artspace„_--
participation by public | / flexible layout| \ flexible floor height 
easy access in 
Loceil Community 
interact with the 
surroundings 
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It is in all evidence showing that the arts deve lopment in Hong 
Kong is imma tu re in nature. M u c h w o r k has to be d o n e in 
order to help establishing a healthy artistic atmosphere in Hong 
Kong. It may involve several years of adjustment. Luckily, Hong 
Kong is able to provide favorable environment for the breeding 
of mature art scene. Basically, Hong Kong government 
h a s the intent o f helping the development of art. It s u b -
s i d i z e s the local art groups (both private and public) through 
an independent Hong Kong Arts Development Council. Al-
though there is still many problem arises in the subsidizing 
system, the future opportunity in Hong Kong arts is positive. 
Besides，as many of the d i s t r i c t s are under tak ing 
redevelopment, chances are given for the planners and the 
architects, with the co-ordination of local artists, tO i n j e c t 
artistic elements into the communities for the en-
j oyment and progression of the local residents. 
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New century starts. 
The social status of Arts is undergoing changes. They are no longer 
processing the only function (for appreciation), they should be c o m -
bi'ned with the life of the community to bring its power 
into full play and it is the only method to make contributions to the 
society. 
In my thesis, my main aim is to inject Art into the daily life of the 
local community, adding glory to the basic theory of arts on the 
education of the local public. My emphasize would be focused 
on the participation of the public in art In their daily life 
and the communication between local artists and the nor-
m a l p e o p l e . Art spaces, arts activities, art facilities are prepared 
to be included in some mixed-use community to develop sense and 
identity of place, enhancing its value, and at the same time, provid-
ing chances for c o m m o n p e o p l e t o g e t in t o u c h w i t h a r t 
and its activities and to understand the beauty of art. 
At the same time, with the interaction with the community, local arts 
and artists can develop and get mature. An i n te rac t i ve ar t e n v i -
ronment would be resulted. Besides, room would also be pro-
vided for the young artists to practice their skill as well as 
establishing their dream and career. 
A new ingredient of daily life, an artistic layer, is inserted to help com-
pleting a wonderful world. 
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The mission 
is subjected to the macro point of view in Hong Kong 's situation. 
There are thousands of appropriate approaches to implement the 
above statement into the real situation. Therefore, demonstration is 
chosen in this thesis to make focus on certain scope of work. The 
final demonstration in this thesis would be done by firstly breaking 
down the above-said statement into parts: 
Injection of Art 
Daily Life 
Public 
Type of art activities and the 
corresponding spatial quality 
What kind of Daily Life: 
working, shopping, entertaining, 
leisure, etc. 
What is the target group be 
focused on? 
Answers for the above issues, when put together, would decide the 
final programmes in this thesis. 
Design Programme I S f t S f f 
Target Group Selection 
Children 
‘As children, ive learn to draw before ive can write but very soon 
literacy and numerarcy become, through school, the criteria of 
our achievement “ 
(From John Dewey 's "Art As Experience") 
Children, in their pure mind, have much closer relationship with 
Arts among all age groups. When people are still small, they have 
limited way to express their feeling. The only way for them to ex-
press their tears and laughter is to use color and images. In their 
world, white means pure, pink is lovely, red is hot, rabbit is clever, 
lion is strong, elephant equals big; on the contrary, black means 
bad, brown equals dirty, tortoise is slow, pig is lazy, etc. By draw-
ing different characters, their feeling can be expressed. This aes-
thetic judgement seems to be an inborn ability. Art seems to be in 
companion with children in their childhood. 
However, "arts" in children's mind are limited. 
Children 
Ifv-bo / s t ra igh t ex-^ 
pression 
laffSg^ Design Programme 
Youth and Young Adult 
When Ohildren grow up, they learn more. Drawing is no longer 
the only way to express themselves. Speaking, singing, dancing, 
writing gradually replace the importance of drawing in their mind." 
Teachings in schools enrich their knowledge and enhance their 
communication technique, however, at the same time, purity in 
their mind is polluted. Their thinking is more complex than before. 
Besides, when their life becomes colorful, their distance to the 
arts becomes greater. In their colorful daily life, they are not willing 
to spend an hour communicating and interacting with art. At that 
moment, art starts losing its power 
However, young people are full of curiosity. They are interested in 
everything, which is rare in their life. Besides, they are the group 
that can be easily persuaded by peer pressure. They would par-
ticjpate what their friends have participated. Young people would 
be easily influenced too. If using this characteristic wisely and 
correctly, young people would be benefited. Moreover, the life of 
the young people is surrounded by a pure kind of art: their music, 
thei「animation, their dancing, their movies, their songs, etc. Proper 
application of their arts may result in meaningful education 
Programme. 
Youth & Young 
Adult 
More Complex (  
in mind 
Artistic thinking, zcurious & easily 
influence! 
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Adults 
When compared with the above two age groups, adults seem to 
be the most separated groups of people to the arts. It is not say-
ing that they have no art in their mind. On the contrary, they have 
a strong definition o门 art in their mind after their long exposure in 
an "artless" city. Art, as engraved on their bones and heart, is an 
unattainable and respectable sentiment.and is only be approached 
by men of superior attainment. The reason for the absence of art 
in adults' life is their busy life. Their mind is limited to store the 
beauty of arts. They have their own living theory to earn their living. 
Art seems to be an extra thing to their life. If they have mood and 
time to touch the "arts", they would prefer visiting the superior art 
spaces to feel the respectable beauty of "High Art". A long long 
story is needed to correct the misunderstandings on arts for the 
adults. No immediate effect can been seen. 
Proper education on art is really needed along their lifetime, starts 
when thsy are young. 
Busy & c o r f r 、 
) 
fDlex Mind 乂 
Adults/Work-
ing Groups 
No time to think) 
.\、.— ’ art 乂 ' strong theory. 
� . � 
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Elderly 
Elderly, mostly retired people, seem to be better than adults in 
responding to arts. When they are retired from their work, they 
have more time to enjoy their life. Their mind seems to be re-
emptied and are willing to have interaction with the beauty of arts, 
in such a way that they can spend the rest of their life in a more 
meaningful and aesthetic way. They are interested in the tradi-
tional Chinese Arts, like Chinese paintings and calligraphy, an-
tiques appreciation, etc. However, after their long journey, they 
seems to have their own kind of aesthetic judgement, and are not 
willing to receive new-coming art forms. Also, focusing in this age 
group has little effect over the remaining community which is an-
other mission of this project, 
Elderly/Retired 
Person 
( R e - e m p t i e d 、 
\ 、 mind 乂 
Artistic thinkin 
\ J s back 
9
.
 /Strong theory in \ \ 、 t h e i r mincLz 
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Children 3-12 Average Drawing, painting, colouring, 
singing etc. more direct and 
pictorial. 
To express their happiness or tears in their mind and a way 
to spend their time. 
Youth and young 
adults 
13-25 Good Pop or rock music, singing, 
dancing, animation, movie, 
comics, literature, drawing 
etc, more diverse and 
localize, mainly pop culture. 
They regard their arts as leisure and entertainment. Using 
them to communicate with the friends in their groups. Differ-
ent group has its different inner culture, and creates differ-
ent atmosphere. If making use of their art suitably, a posi-
tive educational function can be developed besides 
entertaining. 
Adults 26-55 Poor Western painting, water 
coloring, sculpturing, classical 
music etc. mainly high art 
Art in their mind is only for appreciation and for their own 
collection. They have little chance to contact with art during 
their leisure time. 
Elderly 55 & over Poor Antiques, Chinese-ink paint-
ing and calligraphy etc. mostly 
traditional Chinese arts 
As most of the elderly are retired from their work, arts seem 
to be one of the most important components in their daily 
life. They regard it as leisure and at the same time, adding 
meaning to their life. Therefore, many elderly, in their old 
ages, start to learn art, like painting and singing Chinese 
opera. 
股 f t ^ ^ urargn Programme t： 
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Art seems to be an in born ability for the small children. Most 
of the children love to draw, they love colourful things since 
they were babies. As drawing and singing are essential ele-
ments in their daily life, they are Hill of eagerness in contact-
ing with art. 
As art is one of ttie most important components in 
their syllabus, they contribute a lot time in con-
tacting with art. 
Art have an influenced effect on children who 
has a pure mind. However, when children grow 
up and the mind become more complex, art 




(go to school 1 
when they get i 
older) ‘ 
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Young people have no mature concept over the definition of 
art. They even don't know what is art. Luckily, the intrinsic 
quality raises their acceptance on art. They are curious about 
everything and easily influenced by peer pressure. 
Art is no longer the major syllabus in their schools. 
The chances in contacting with art, when com-
pared with children are lower. They spend much 
of their school time, in examination. Fortunately, 
young people have contact with fte "pop arf in 
their spare time. 
This is an important period for the correction of 
the wrong concept on art as young people have 
curiosity and can be influenced easily. Their fu-
ture philosophy begins to be formed. If educa-
tion is emphasized in this age group, the result 






with friends 丨 
When people get older, accumulation of social phenomenon 
makes them have a strong opinion that art is a "high art", for 
appreciation by people who are highly educated. Their life is 
very busy, full of colourful substances. They are not eager to 
spend their time in companion with arts. 
Although adults show no interest on art, they have 
much more chances to contact with "high art" in 
their lifetime, like painting and sculptures in their 
office or at their home.They have chance to con-
tact with art during socializing. 
In their ages, the leaning period passes away. 
Strong philosophy is developed in their mind, 









After people are retired from their work, their mind is re-
emptied. Art seems to be one of the elements to ignite their 
mind, making their life meaningful and to spend their time. 
However, not all the elderly are powerful and healthy enough 
to contact art, their physical condition should be considered. 
Ilf given chances and physically allowed, old 
people can have most of their daily life participat-
ing the art activities in the elderly centres. 
Similar to adult, old people have their strong phi-
losophy as well and are difficult to correct. Old 
people in their ages have little influence on the 
other age groups. 
i 
1 





friends in the 
park or in the 
restaurant. , 
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Go 门 elusion 
When people get older, they eager in expressing their true feeling goes down. 
They show no respect on the function of arts in their mind. They begin to accu-
mulate their own kind of aesthetic judgement and have their own viewpoint on 
the definition of arts. The only way to improve the worsening situation is to focus 
on the education of the young people. When they receive proper training on arts 
during their growing period, they have an appropriate idea on the aesthetic 
judgement and function of art. Besides, as participation is the basic criteria in 
this thesis to encourage the interaction with art in their life, young people is rec-
ommended for their curiosity and eagerness. 
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My target group falls on the category of . A proper site should 
be chosen at the same time to accommodate the proposed programme to produce 
an "ideal" effect. The word "ideal" means, "The site, the target group and the pro-
posed programme should be well fit with each other so that all the three parties could 
be able to make progress. 
In the programme, target group is "youth and young adult". Several factors should be 
considered: 
- W h a t is the daily life of the young people? 
- What are the activities that can attract young people's attention? 
- Where do most of the young people stay? 
- What is the basic quality of the site so as to accommoda te the 
programme? (Atmosphere, image, location, flexibility, accessibility, 
pedestrian and vehicular circulsrtio门 etc.) 
- W h a t is the special quality of the site that can merge with the basic 
element of "Arts" to produce a harmony? 
As the main mission for the programme is to insert art into the daily life of the young 
people, the site chosen should have close relationship with the young people. There 
are three potential sites are chosen at the moment after preliminary studies on the 
above issues: and 
Few more criteria are considered for the choosing of the most suitable site among the 
three. The site should: (according to the descending order of importance) 
- Have popularity over the youngster 
- Be the inevitable destination in the daily life of the young people 
- Include the activities of the young people 
- Have a local feeling 
- Have an amiable atmosphere 
- Have potential artistic atmosphere in the district 
- Provide flexibility on the transformation of space for combining the art 
activities 
- H a v e certain degree of pedestrian circulation 
- Easily access 
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Sim Sha Tsui 
/ 差广‘广—//z/ i fT 
mm 
Tsim Sha Tsui is a famous international and cul-
tural district. It is traditionally an important com-
mercial and tourists centre in Kowloon. There, 
many commercial buildings and international ho-
tels are located to provide commercial activities 
and accommoda t ion for the foreign visitors 
respectively. Shops with brand name can be 
seen everywhere to provide an ideal shopping 
paradise, like the Parklane. It is also where cul-
tural centre, art museum, museum of Hong Kong 
history and Science Museum are located, form-
ing a cultural centre. For entertainment and 
leisure, Tsim Sha Tsui has more than 3 large-
scale c inema and the most famous "Kowloon 
Park" for all age group. The Hong Kong Poly-
technic University is located at Hung Horn, form-
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Brief According to OZP S/K1/9, most of the Tsim Sha Tsui 
Descrip- is categorized as [OU] which is land dedicated for 
ti on special use, like cultural centre, exhibition space, rail-
way and ocean terminal. Commercial area, [C] is 
another category plays an important role in the dis-
trict as well. Large open area can also be found in 
this district. However, residential area occupies only 
a small portion in the area. 
It is traditionally an important commercial and tourist centre 
in Kowloon, which has been gradually, becomes an impor-
tant educational, cultural and recreational centre of regional 
significance for the Territory as a whole. Large cultural and 
performance spaces will be developed in the near future to 
further enhance the identity of the district. Tsim Sha Tsui is 
developing its own uniqueness 
The 1991 Census shows that the population of 
the district was about 40000. A decrease in popu-
lation is expected if most of the existing commer-
cial/ residential buildings are redeveloped to com-
mercial use. By 2011, the population will be aromd 
30000. 
The community atmosphere is losing in the 
district. 
Brief In the district, the most famous and popular are the 
Descrip- educational and cultural activities. Shopping i 
t ion , , other activity in the area. There are large franchised 
shops selling products with brand name along Park 
Lane and large departments are located along Can-
tor Road. Entertainment is also existed here with cin-
emas and bars with live band, etc 
Within the age range between 15-25, high cultural and edu-
cational activities seem to have no attraction over them. 
Besides, shops over there are targeted at the working 
groups. The young people cannot afford the product in the 
area. There are only a few shopping mall mainly serving the 
youngsters. The attraction is not strong enough for the young 
people in the district. 
Average 
Brief Tsim Sha Tsui is more cultural and educational in 
Descrip- nature. It is an international district as well as many 
tion superior hotels are located in the area to serve the 
tourist, with a supplement of large shopping franchise 
Community atmosphere is losing now in the district. 
Tsim Sha Tsui has under-developmenl for a certain period. 
Many parts of the area have been developed, it has a strong 
sense of uniqueness as well (as a cultural centre). It pro-
vides little room for the injection of new layer of living pat-
tern inside the area. 
For the p e d e s t r i a n 
circulation, the busiest paths 
are along Nathan Road and 
Canton Road. Footbridges 
and subways are provided in 
the TST East to separate pe-
destrians from vehicles. The 
fluency level of the flow of the 
pedestrian drculation in the 
district is above average. 
People can arriv( 
there by MTR 
KCR as well as 
ferry. Buses and 
mini buses are also 
provided. 
i Design Ptognimrm 設 計 辦 E S S 
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Mong Kok is the busiest district in Kowloon. No mat 
ter where you are or when you are in Mong Kok, yoi 
can see the crowd rushing or wandering around 
Retailing is the predominant activity in Mong Kok 
the retail and wholesales shops and the hawker ba 
zaars in this district provide a wide range of goodi 
for the need of local customers. Mong Kok is an en 
tertainment centre as well. It offers a wide range o 
entertainment services, like restaurants, karaokes 
cinemas, etc. for the leisure of the local residents 
Mong Kok is also the famous trendy centre for th< 
Hong Kong people, including computer centre, poF 
music shops, amusement game centres, boutiques 
etc. This is an important reason for the busy atmo 
sphere in the district. Mong Kok is undergoing rapic 
urban redevelopment. Demolishing and developing 
is happening in every minute. 
J 3 «% 0 S J 
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According to OZP S/K3/9, most of the area in Mong 
Kok is dedicated to residential use, [R (A)]. This zon-
ing is intended mainly for private residential devel-
opments where commercial uses such as banks, 
offices, restaurants, department stores and super-
markets are permitted on the lowest three floors of 
the buildings. [Cj And [I], commercial and industrial 
area can also be found in the district. 
Mong Kok is the oldest urban area in the Territory with 
residential area being the predominant land use. 
However, in this few years of rapid redevelopment, most 
of the old residential buildings with four stories high are 
changed into commercial/residential buildings with the 
lower three stories occupied by commercial and the 
upper tower by residential. 
According to the 1991 Census, the population of the 
area was about 170000. It is estimated that the popu-
lation of the district will be about 142000 in 2011 as 
some of the area will be changed from pure residen-
tial area into commercial/residential area in the future. 







It is the shopping paradise for the local residents as 
there are many small retail shops and hawker ba-
zaars selling diversifying products in a reasonable 
price, Those productfollow closely with the world 
trend. Entertainment, like watching movies, 
karaokes, playing street PS games, can be found in 
the district. These are all the activities for the youth. 
Mong Kok is the busiest district in Hong Kong. 
Crowding is one of the characteristics in the area. 
There are many people wandering around most of 
the time. Besides, as residential area is still the domi-
nant land use in Mong Kok, there is a strong sense 
of local community in the area. It contains a mixed 
atmosphere with residential on one side and com-
mercial on the other. 
As the activities there are dedicated to the young people, 
Mong Kok seems to be the paradise for the youngsters. 
Whenever you are in Mong Kok, you can observe the 
busy activities of the young people. 
As it is still undergo rapid uiban redevelopment old build-
ings being demolished everyday. These sites can be 
used to redevelop into new building types. Also, as the 
lowest three storeys can be used for commercial uses, 
new layers of activities can be introduced to combine 
with the upper residential towers. 
Certainly 
Crowds can be found anywhere 
in Mong Kok, especially along 
Nathan Road and Sai Yeung 
Choi Street South. There seems 
to have no break for the people 
walking along the street. 
There are many 
transports connect-
ing Mong Kok to the 
other part of Hong 
Kong. It is an infor-
mal transport inter-
change in Kowloon. 
However, the prob-
lem of traffic jam is 
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rAv a Causeway Bay 
^ ^ Causeway Bay is the famous shopping centre ir 
y^^^C^ Hong Kong locally and internationally. Most of the 
tourists will visit there to buy their flavors. It is mort 
international in nature than Mong Kok which mainh 
— s e r v e s the local residents. It contains more than I 
豫 large scale Japanese Departments in the earl： 
• ‘ 1990s. Most of them were closed during this fev 
years because of the Asian financial crisis started ir 
1997. However, Causeway Bay is still filled with for 
eigners and the international atmosphere has not ye 
gone down. It contains Hong Kong 's most famou; 
park "Victoria Park" where most of the Hong Kon$ 
residents and the foreign visitors would gather dur 
ing every large festival. Causeway Bay, at the time 
contains traditional local community. Old residentis 
buildings are existed together with the commercig 
「3 centres. However, because of the expansion of th( 
commerc ia l centre f rom Central and Admiralty 
Causeway Bay is becoming more commercialized 
每 The completion of Time Square even creates a ney 
f image for the district. Causeway Bay is entering it{ 
new phase in the coming centuiy 
/ ，> 六 . 
I , . 没 评 
'^mm. 
Causeway Bay is under urban 
redevelopment. Old buildings are pulled 
down. However, most of the development in 
Causeway Bay involves large scale of com-
merdal uses to develop its future commer-
cial status. So, flexibility for inserting a new 
layer of daily life is more difficult than in Mong 
Kok. 
56 
Crowds can be found in 
where most of the large 
department stores are 
located. In the older part 
ofthe district, the local resi-
dents are gathered to-
gether in the market place. 
Streets along tramway 
are filled with peoplel. But 
it is not as busy as that in 
Mong Kok. 
MTR, buses and mini-
bus connect Cause-
way Bay to the rest of 
Hong Kong. Tramway 
is connecting the dis-
trict to the other places 
in the Hong Kong side. 
S f f ^ g ^ Design Programme 
The district is undergoing redevelopment. 
The old buildings are demolished. More com-
mercial buildings are built in the area as a 
result of the expansion of the commercial and 
financial centre in Central area and Admiralty. 
The community atmosphere of the area is 
losing. 
According to the 1981 and 1991 census, there were 
about 52000 and 36528 persons in Causeway Bay. 
Upon full development, it is expected that the popula-
tion of the area will be in the region of 41000 persons, 
still far less than the population in Mong Kok. 
1 
Similar to Tsim Sha Tsui, the shopping mode In 
this area is targeted for the working groups and 
above-average people. Therefore, it is not ex-
actly suitable for the gathering of the youngsters. 
Luckily, there are many entertainment places 






According to OZP S/H6/4, the dominant land use in Causeway 
Bay is for Commercial/Residential use, [C/R]. This zoning is 
intended for mixed commercial and/ or residential development. 
For residential development inside Causeway Bay, most of them 
are low-density housing. Similar to Mong Kok area, there are 





Causeway Bay is the shopping paradise for local & foreign 
visitors. There are large shopping department stores with su-
perior frandiised shops. At least five cinemas are located to 
provide entertainment. Many bars can be found to provide af-
ter-work leisure .Victoria Park provides an ideal place for people, 
especially for the families. Large gathering of the Hong Kong 




It is more international than Mong Kok. At the same time, some 
areas (area not yet under redevelop) still remain their local com-
munity atmosphere. However, under the expansion of the com-
mercial and financial centre from Central area and Admiralty, 
the district is losing its one and only one local community 
jvfri). 
Design Prograprime laffSJ^ 
Go 门 elusion 
Mong Kok seems to be the most suitable site in this thesis as it is 
a district targeted to the young people and is filled with strong 
sense of local community. There are many local activities, which 
can be connected to the basic elements of arts, like popping music, 
computer games, photography, movies, book- selling, etc. This 
provides opportunities for the development of a new approach in 
arts. Besides, as the area is under rapid urban redevelopment, 
flexibility in the space within the district can be found anywhere. 
These space can be combined with the inject of the art layer to 
create a new mode of daily life to the young people as well as 
developing a cultural identity to the area. 
la f fSg^ Design Programme 
ii i. Proposed schedule of accommodation/activities 
The design of the schedule of accommodation in my thesis would be based on the communication of 
art and the young people, the participatory art activities for young people in their daily life as well as the 
working opportunities for the young artists. There are several issues should be kept in mind before 
deciding the preliminary design 3ccommod3tion: 
:v) The site chosen is . What is the basic quality of this area 
related to the arts elements? 
What are the performances of the young people in this street? What is their daily life pattern found 
in the street? 
V) How to attract the attention of these young guys? 
V) What is/are the art form(s) suitable for the young people in this street? 
V) What are the basic qualities of these art forms? 
V) How to make those arts form more accessible by the young people, that means how to enhance 
the participation of the young people into the prepared art forms? 
V) What kind of environment flavors the participatory spirit of the young people in art activities? 
V) What is the popular art expression among today's young artists? 
V) What is the basic requirement for the creating process of the young artists? 
V) What is the basic requirement for the exhibition space of the young artists? 
What is the condition of the existing buildings in the site? (location of the old buildings, location of 
the demolished site) 
How to combine the new programme with the existing site? (By demolishing old buildings/ by using 
the demolished site/ by re-using the structure of the existing old buildings) 
What is the scale of the development? (one large complex?, several spots along the street?) 
There are some basic architectural direction in this thesis, may include: 
一 working studio or workshop for young people 
- e x h i b i t i o n space for young people 
- e x p e r i e n c i n g centre for young people 
- resting space combining with Artspace/performance area for young shoppers 
- experimental Artspace for young artists 
- d e s i g n studio for the young artists 
- d i s c u s s i o n forum for the local artists 
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馳與背景 Site and Context 
Site and Context 地SB與背景 
which is about 147.44 ha in size, is bounded by 
Boundary Street to the north, the Kowloon-Canton Railway to the east and 
Dundas Street to the south. To the west, it fronts into the harbour which has 
recently been reclaimed for the development knows as West Kowloon 
Reclamation. It is one of the oldest urban areas in Hong Kong with residen-
tial as the major land use. Residential buildings in Mong Kok used to be four 
to six storeys high，built in the immediate post-war period. In between those 
residential buildings are more recent high rise developments, mainly for 
mixed uses - commerc ia l and residential. Most of the commerc ia l 
developments, in Mong Kok, are in the form of office buildings, with shops 
on the lower floors. 
地點與背景Site and Context 
District Background 
Mong Kok_ was existed as "Mong Kok" village， 
as the 18th century.and was recorded as a 
populated Hakka village. In early 90s, the go、 
began to reclaim the land'around Yau Ma T\ 
Kok Village for the building of the Yau Mi 
Shelter. The reclaimed land was develoj 
with roads and houses, and a pier ai 
as Wong Kok (旺角)，which mei 
Prosperity". Its English name r e m a h ^ 
now. 
Before 1941 rith^ area became a lighl 
with cigarett空-rT]aking,、q2ljRrtspinin| 
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Site and Context地點與背景 
Image Abalysis 
Mong Kok, in mos t peop le ' s mind , no 
matter the local residents of international 
visitors, is a very local district. Within the 
area, you can f ind the most busy c o m -
mercia l centre and the most popula ted 
residential locations. There are also some 
light industries existed in certain parts. 
C o m m e r c i a l cen t re - be ing the mos t 
popular local shopping paradise of Hong 
Kong, Mong Kok contains several famous 
t h e m e st reets, l ike "Lady s t reet " , Sai 
Yeung Choi street, "Temple street", etc. 
There, u can find everything u want in a 
resonably prices. 
Urban residential District - Mong Kok is 
one of the most pouplated urban residen-
tial a rea. A l t hough t h r o e js no pu^JlQ 
residetial buildings in 
vate penc i l t owers 
buildings are existed, 
redeveloped prograi 
the o ld residential 
ished and are replac^v】 
mercial centres. The 
is undergoing rapid 
new commerc ia l and 
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Residential (Group 
A) [R(A)] 
Industrial [ I ] 
GovGrnmG 门 t/ lnsti-
tu t ion /Communi ty 
[G/IC] 
Open Space [O] 
O t h e r S p e c i f i c 
Uses [OU] 




OUTLINE ZONING PLAN 
The fo l lowing land uses f o rm the bas ic c o m m u n i t y of 
Mong Kok: 
- - i n c l u d e s shops , d e -
par tment stores, c inemas, restaurant and 
offices. 
- - m a i n l y for 
pr ivate res ident ia l d e v e l o p m e n t w h e r e 
commerc ia l uses are permitted in the low-
est three floor of the buildings. 
- - i n c l u d e s general m a n u -
fac tu r ing indust r ies , serv ice t rade a n d 
warehouses 
- i n c l u d e s a 
commerc ia l /office/hotel deve lopment in-
c lud ing a social cent re for the elderly is 
p lanned at KCR M o n g Kok Station 
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MAJOR CIRCULATION & 
TRANSPORT SPOTS 
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SAI YEUNG CHOI STREET 
PEDESTRIANS CIRCULATION 
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION 
& PROPOSED SITE LOCATIONS 
is one of the most busi-
est street in Mong Kok besides Nathan Road. 
The pedestrian paths are filled with people. As 
there are also many shopping centre along the 
street, the vertical circulation in the street is busy 
as well. However, the vehicular circulation is not 
as busy as the Nathan Road as Sai Yeung Choi 
Street is a one way road with a few public trans-
port passing through. 
In my project, circulation is much emphaiszed 
to catpture the daily life patter门 and routes along 
the street. To choose my site reasonably, the 
s p o t s hav ing " c r o s s " c i rcu la t ion is one of 
thebasic requirments. Besides, as there are so 
many vertical cirelation in the shopping centres, 
the connect ion between the bui ldings is also 
important to link the circulation togather. There 
are are p roposed under the 
above-said requirments for further studies. 
地點與背景Site and Cont< 
The mos t f a m o u s shopp ing street in M o n g 
Kok, There, you can f ind the mos t upda ted 
products and activities in the wor ld In a rea-
sonable prices. Because of this reason, there 
are fil led with thousands of young people in 
most of the days. Sai Yeung Choi Street can 
be said to be the Shopping Paradise for the 
youth and is a "must" daily destination for them 
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案細究Case study 
Four Case Studies 
The Guggenheim Museum, New York, by Frank Lloyd Wright 
The Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, by Frank Gehry 
Music Videos In Architecture, by various Architect 
Mobile exhibition Pavilion, Building Workshop, Atelier Piano 
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案 究 Case study 
Case Study 1 - The Guggenheim Museum, New York, by Frank Lloyd Wright 
F r a n k G e h「y，s 
Guggenheim museum 
in Bilbao does more 
t h a n a n o r nn a I 
museum. Ada Louise 
H u x t a b l e has o n c e 
commented the build-
ing 'The container and 
the contained, the art 
and the architecture, 
3「e one thing, made for 
each other".The exhibi-
tion spaces inside the 
ni use urn are specilally 
designed to locate the 
exhibitis. The circulation 
「outes，the glass curtain 
Wall, the changing level 
the building combine 
the spaces to en-
hance the exhibition ef-
fect of the artwork. Be-
s ic les c o n t a i n i n g 
artworks,, the building 
itself is an exhibit dis-
played in the citiy. “ an 
exhibit contains an ex-
hibit" 
案 � 究 C a s e study 
Case Study 2 - The Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, by Frank Gehry 
i 
案 � 究 C a s e study 
Case Study 3 - Music Videos in Architecture, by various Architect 
Architect - Peter Eisenman 
The structure of this pavillion is based 
on an analysis of the way a vedio im-
age is produced on a picture screen. 
A门 electron beam sweeps across a 
screen, moving from left to right, filling 
in an image point by point. 
The vistors to this pawill ion follows a 
path which analogous to that of the 
scanning beam. The vistors becomes 
Architect - Coop Himmelblau 
The design Is based on the idea of trans-
lating the emotion produced by the video 
in terms of the movements of the room. 
The room opens and closed, operated 
by the video programmes and by the 
video surroundings. The video will be 
shown in the closed room, withithe 
volum turned up. When the room opens, 
the people standing on the waterside will 
德 輸 麵 ： 
案frff究 Case study 
Architect - Rem Kooihass 
The pavillion is designed in the form of 
a bus stop. There is a marble block and 
a steel chromed cross column pass 
through space and a glass plate floats 
above and an accidental screen locat-
ihg behind the curtain. The whispers of 
music attract the people to the screen, 
who may occasionally look at the video 
programme and might finally miss their 
Architect - Bernard Tschumi 
A inclining, transparent, Glass Viedo 
Gallery is proposed in this scheme, 
which will contain a series of interlockinh 
spaces declined oly by a labyrinth of 
structural “glass fins" and the points of 
metal clip connections. Isolated on the 
labyrinth are six banks of video moni-
tors for displaying the music videos. This 
gallery will be placed within the Hereplein 
Medallion and will be a ^ x t f n s l o n of 
the street condition. . ' 1 
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Case Study 4 - Mobile exhibition Pavilion, Building Workshop, Atelier Piano 
To enlarge the contact between public 
and the exhibi ts con ta ined in the 
building, a "mobile" function is inserted 
into the building .A prefabricated archi-
tecture is designed to treat the building 
as machines-made product that can be 
p a c k a g e d , t r a 门 s p o r t o d B n d b r o u g h t b y 
a county remote from its own. 
Transparency is also emphas iz^ in the 
building to allow more contact between 
the inside and outside envlronment.The 
activities of the people can be brought 
from outside to inside and the heart of 
the people can be extended psycho-
logically from indoor to outdoor. 
The building is act as a passage located 
in the city parks, under the trees where 
chi ldren normal ly play, to al low the ca-
sual wa lk ing of the people . 
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INTERVIEW WITH YOUNG ARTISTS 
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Three young artists are being interviewed as a research to collect the 
thoughts of today's artists on their role In the society as ell as the future 
prospect of local art scene and the local artists. 
The interview were based on the following questions: 
1. What do you think about the role of Hong Kong Artists in Today's 
Society ？ Being an Artist, do you think that you are responsible to 
enhance the psychological quality or the asethetic judgement of the 
people? or should raise the concern of the citizens on the local / com-
munity affairs ( political or life qualtiy etc.) ？ 
2. Do you think that contemporary artists should have more commu-
nication with the community in order to have more idea in creating 
their artwork which would then become more life-related? 
3. Do you think that the artists should live or work inside a community 
so as to creat something for the community ？ 
4. What is your opinion on the condition of the local artists on their 
working environemnt or their exhibition/performance place? 
5. what is your opinion on the chance of the young artists in Hong 
Kong ？ 
6. What do you think of the support from the governement? 
7. What is the future development of art in Hong Kong ？ 
From Phoebe Man, member of one of the private local artspace - Para/Site Artspace, her answer are as follow: 
1 .The role of Hong Kong Artists is to make art. I think art is an expressionwhich free from everything. It can create ifs 
form and rules. Through creation, we can tell people that we are free, we can have choices and 
dreams. Through criticizing culture, art can generate discussion of different issues in the society. Through expressing 
oneself, art can help people release their emotion and to have a more healthy life Art can fulfill many different 
functions In a society. Artists is merely someone who make art. 
t, I know what is good, what is bad, what is ugly and beautiful, you people are selfish and don't care the 
sodety. I should change you.:) just kidding.Well,……I don't think artist should bear any responsibility. If an 
artist express themselves honestly and have the effects that you mentioned. It will be nice. 
2.This question is problematic. More communication with the community can have more ideas? Then it will 
be more life-related? I think it could be one of the ways to inspire artists to make art works. Artists have 
lives. If they make something about themselves, it is already life-related. If they concern other people and 
the society, I think it is easier for them to express collective experience. 
3.Not necessary. 
4.Poor condition. Hong Kong people are money minded and believe in utilitarianism. Most of the art works 
are not realistic and cannot make money. Therefore most of the people in HK do not respect, support and 
appreciate art. Since the society is not supportive, it is hard for artists to keep on working and this attitude 
creates a lot of problem. 
5.Not bad when compare with other big cities like Paris and New York. 
6.lt is improving but still not enough. 
I guess installation, hi-tech and Internet stuff will be the future development of HK art. 
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This is from Fred Wong, a freelace artists, 
t, but I am not a 
professional artist. 
is the only way I know to express my self freely (sometimes lucky if I can). 
1 .First of all, artists are just human and people have different life objective even though they are doing 
similarthings. People do art for living, for fun, for the peace of mind, for political reason, for social status, 
forexhibition, for competition, for modifying the community, etc. 
HK people. You have your good reason to do art. 
2J r^t can be anything, I just one kind of the infinity. 
Sj^rtist / everybody should live in the way they feel better. If the artist like to escape from the community, 
weshould respect his/her right. 
4JVrtists should be able to find their way to survive. They can also find creative ways to work, to exhibit and 
toask (the government or the community) for whatever they need. 
Young artists should concentrate on their life goal. If it is right, just do iti 
Forget about the 'chance'! It is not a gamble. 
6."The government should pay me to do whatever I think which is •Art. I If not, it is not a good government. 
“ 
Agree? 
I disagree direct support. The government should encourage the artists to help themselves. E.g. 
7.1 think the government is aware of the importance of Art. Sooner or later, HK will be better! 
Andy Kwong, a well-know local artist, here is his words to local art scene: 
1.1 think that there are many kinds or different types of artists and that diversity is a good thing in itself. Not all artists willagree with 
the statement that art should be socially or politically based. Personally, I am interested in contemporaryissues such as identity, 
politics and Chinese history and have chosen to create art that reflect my interests. 
2.Yes, I definitely believe that there must be a meaningful dialogue between the artist and his or her community. I thinkthis is 
especially so for contemporary artists, otherwise art would remain elitist and irrelevant to the the vast majority ofpeople. 
3. No artist is an island and, yes, he or she must co-exist within the larger community. However, for me, the attraction to be an artist 
has always been the vision of the artist as an outsider who is able to see and think more critically about thesociety. In this very 
narrow and strict sense my vision of the artist is someone who is a critic and his criticism is aimed atimproving the aesthetic, 
philosophical and intellectual ideas of his society. You have commercial artists who create artand objects for the marketplace, but 
that is quite different from creating something of cultural value for your communityor society, tt is precisely the cultural enlighten-
ment of Hong Kong and all Chinese people that is of particular interest tome. 
4. The local arts scene is very small and is divided basically in 2 camps. One camp is the commercial artists who are represented 
and shown by the local commercial galleries. A small handful of these artists make a meagre living. Then you have the so-called 
amateurs or non represented younger artists who occasionally stage their own exhibitions. Life for the majority of these artists is 
hard and depressing and most work in other fields in order to support themselves. Once upon a time there was the gravy train 
called the Hong Kong Arts Development Council (ADC) and a small minority of artists and wannabe artists and arts administrators 
helped themselves to the public coffers, but since I sued the ADC in 1997, funding policies have been reformed and, in theory, more 
S.The chances of commercial or even critical success for Hong Kong artists is dim. We simply don't have the hoine-c|rown talent 
nor the local demand for art. 
to turn the local arts ！ 
6. In China there is zero public expenditure for the arts and yet many of the better known and critically acclaimed artistsare from the 
mainland. Indeed, many of these mainland artists have emigrated to the west and, from all appearances, are making a decent living 
creating art. The Hong Kong Government has dispensed over 1 billion dollars on the arts in the last 10 years, and we have yet to 
produce a serious artist of international standard or repute. Those few Hong Kong artists who are creating interesting art are those 
who have studied and trained abroad. What has happened at the ADC is that the money allocated for the development of a local and 
unifying culture has been siphoned off by a handful of self-serving businessmen peddling personal influence and power over 
cultural polices that have little or no social significance nor redeeming value. The concentration of power and money in the hands 
of a small and incestuous group of 
insiders has naturally led to corruption and the creation of a fringe culture that has absolutely no meaning to the vast majority of 
Hong Kong people. 
7. Unfortuantely, I am not very optimistic. The future devlopment of art in Hong Kong is doomed. I am a strong-willed person but 
after almost 2 years in a bitter battle against the ADC, my spirit is almost broken and I could care less if Hong Kong remains as just 
another dirty Chinese city ftjil of ingnorant people. I am trying to organise the 1 st Hong Kong International Art Biennial but without 
major sponsorship and support from the ADC there is little hope that it will ever materialise. I am only one man with iimted 
resources and time and the ADC is many powerful and well-established businessmen who will lose face if i win and get my way. 
Frankly, I don't give a shit anymore, and unless there are more people out there like myself who are are as passionate about art and 
have the money to back up their passion, what hope is there for the arts in Hong Kong? 
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Design Outline 輙 樾 
. . ： . . . . . . . • . ： .. 
To promote the artistic iatmosphere of a dis-
trict or to enhance the aesthetic mind of the 
\ • . . . . • 
general pubtic, locating a artpsace is not 
enough. A global picture should be consid-
ered In the district to have the changes 
gradaully. Nothng can be succeeded in only 
a short time. 
, - . ' , .錢 . . . • 
• ‘ . . . ‘ , - ‘ • • • ‘ > ‘ ‘ ‘ 
• ,‘ • • ‘ , • 
In this project, I wIN firstly propose a overall 
picture on the image of the whole Sai Yeung 
Choi Street, and then focus on the proposed 
heart of the street - the Community - Artists 
Artspace： In this way, a more reasonable so-
lution over the concern can be achieved, it is 
a certain that my proposal is still not enough 
to solve the problem completely in Hong Kong 
. . . .’ • • . . . “ 




4 urban lots and one vehicular lane, 
sons for choosing this as the final site because it 
the intersection of the busy circulation of the "Sai Yeung Choi 
Street", "Lady street", "Soy Street" and "Nathan Road". 
Besides, as it is placing at the middle part of the whole Sai 
Yeung Choi Street which can be acted as a mid-way break-
ing point of the busy street. In addition, the buildings located 
next to it have commercial values where most of the people 
would visit there. 
Along Sai Yeung Choi Street, 
there are three open space be-
tween buildings, and this i$ the 
The most busiest road in YauTsim 
Mong. There are underground 
subway along the Soy Street con-
necting the Nathan Road and the 
which in this way, brings 
ouUi^e(Nathan 
One of the three open 
- - , _ J 
space"in Sai Yeung 
Choi Street which occu-
pies one urban lot and 
is filled with crowds of 
circulation whole day. 
One of the most famous 
^hopping street in 
Hong Kong, hundreds 
of residents and foreign 
» 
visitors come every day 
. t h e existing access-
ing lanes to it cannot 
support the ever-In-
creasing number of 
people. A new entry is 
suggested. 
Project Brief項目略述 
…、 •-…•、：.-:., ‘ ..- --.、…•二、：-.- - . .:、.…：.、•:、._ 
• -、- 一. > - ： - •、- . 1 - ；• . --Site Const ra in ts - • . . . . ： v . , ：‘. 
The most serious prpblem'Jn Yeung Choi Street is the'busy pedes-
trian clrGulation. During- desigin^ v the circulation "pattern should be deepily 
considered to avoid the wrong spatial airangemment of the building.曰esfttes，〉 
as- the buildings in Sai Yeung Choi Street are closely packed： The scale of 
the buifding proposed should be-carefully decided so as to interact or have 
consistency with the surrdundings. ， . • “ ,； 
For the final site, as it is located above a vehicular lane - Sdy street, 
attention should be placed on the floor to floor ipeiQht of the ground fJpor 
according to the regulation. Besides, as cross circulatioa^« 
the circulation patterrtshould be d&refullv d r a p e d to 
M 
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PRMMRNMNM A 
Preliminary Space Programmme for the Communi ty 一 Artists Artspace 
circulation As the community -Artists Artspace forms a link between the ground level circulation and 
the vertical circulation, the circulation link Inside the building becomes the major issue 
during design.During the circulating, the pedestrian can experience the "Arf and interact 
with the proposed artistic activities. It should be free and more contact with outside. 
resting area There is a part in the artspace to be used as a resting area for the shoppers after walkinf for 
certain time. It is proposed to locate ostein artistic installation for their short-time enjoyment 
waiting coner 
As there is no waiting place in Sal Yeung Choi Street, it is proposed to have a waiting 
corner in the building with the art display boards and infromation counter for art activities. 
Display Board all along the circulation and in the resting and waiting coner of the building, display boards 
and exhibition boxesare located to supply the pedestrians some artistic infromation all aroung 
Hong Kong in a causal way. 
Exhibition Area 
Casual Exhibition Area 
Temp Exhibition Rooms 
Temp Exhibition Hall 
Private Exhibition Rooms 
In the resting and waiting area inside the artspace, simple artistic installatios are located for 
the enjoyment of the people. It is used to attract people 's curiosity toward "Art" 
there are small and semi open exhibitions rooms for the temporary exhibitions of the yougn 
artists, or students' works from the arts school. 
it is in a more private status than the above exhibition area. Entrance tickets may be 
requirment There are certain art theme update regular in this area. 
Some rooms will be provided to the young artists to have their own theme of exhibitions 
which may require entrance tickets to support their living. 
Performance Area 
Small performance hall 
piano performing room 
There are artistic performance and celebrating functions held in this hall which is in a smal 
scale. 
A small open space is located in the building for the piano playing performance 
Classrooms and Workshop Besides appreciating the art, people can have their further learning and discussion on 'Aif 
In the building 
Private Artists Studio Rooms of privarte studio are provided for the young artists to have their creation and set-
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Original Concept Layout 
At the begining of the designing process, a global pictu「e is proposed in the Street. 
Two concepts are suggested. Fo「concept A, a macro point of view is considered. The 
whole street will be treated as a street gallen/. Temporary Art displaying panel, vertical 
exhibition structures, artistic installation will be placed along the street, in the area that 
are left behind with no ucs. This allows the pedestrians to have the artistic experience 
during.their causa丨 ci「cualation. On the 〇the「hand, a pe「门na门ent building will be in-
serted in the area to act as the heart of the street and this will be the proposed Commu-
nity-Artists Artspace which will be have detailed analysis later. 
e 'sd lines represnetation those tem-
artistic installation which will be 
、二"•丨.丨ectd together a long the s t r e e t . 
people is walk ing along the cir-
path, ihey will have a feeling of 
^.^Periencing an ait istt icwalk, like appre-
I门g artwork in the museum _ 
Concept A 
^ ^ representing the proposed loca-
tion of the temporary artistic installation 
and panel during special festival or cel-
ebrat ing ceremony, 
Concept B 
locat ion of the permanent cornmunity-
artists artspace in the middle part of the 
street. It forms the heart of the street. 
S e v e r a l l i nks a re p r o p o s e d to the 
ne ighbour inq bu i ld inas to inc lude the 
稱 
丄 ‘ t 
Communi ty - Art is t is Ar tspace 
Design Concept Disgram 
A. Spatial arrangement 
The Community - Artists Artspace 
wilL be divided into 4 levels. 
Level 1 - c irculat ion and publ ic 
resting and wai t ing conrer wi th 
c a s u a l e x h i b i t i o n b o x e s a n d 
simple artistic installation for the 
c a s u a l p a r t i c i p a t i o n of t h e 
pedestrians. 
TIiig reprecen tG the ti a n c -
门c/ e n c l o o u r e of the 
w h o l e budd ing , to e.' p l o c e 
t h e a c t i v i t i e s o f t h e 
ai t c p a c e a n d in thio v /ay , 
the sk in of the bu i ld ing c a n 
b e c h a n g e d w i t h r e c p o c t 
t o { iP ' io ip lG r e f e r l o t h e 
opecj ial Gtudy for de ta i l s ) 
Level 2 - semi -pub l ic exhibit ion 
centre and perfomance hall 
m 
Level 3 - Art Learning c lassroom 
and workshop 
Level 4 - Artists' private studio 
Design Development設計變化及發展 
r h e ye l l ow pr i r i for rr" 
inter act I o n a re a bcH' 
Uk> cMrti'、,k). OT-nk川.1 f〕i 
in 
t h o Golid r e d co lor i 
w o r k o h o p 丨〇「tho 
wh ich「equ i i e l i igh I'、 
pnv ci cy I ' i ie oe a re a v 
b*-j loGated at Uio 
e ty of the bu i k l i ng to 
tho nrtiGtG to d iop lny 
a r t w o r k t o t h e o i i 
the n i ib lu 
^n ii-privalc? 
、山、>’ ituiiviclu 
p u b l i c t‘ 
l inn A i 丨irjhc 
p\ o v K k x i 
cu l c i l i on CA W [ cn.iiu l i ru j llu-^ 
p u b l i c rer.tincj a n d wn i t i iK j 
arc、i a n d i。，opon to t l v " 
outsoitie an to e n h a n c e 丨！ le 
i n t e r a c t i o n a b i l i t y of t h : ' 
bu i l d i ng 
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External circulation ： 
The Community -Artists Artspace 
acts as the intersection of the pe-
destrians ‘c i rculat ion. Similar to 
the red ball shown in the disgram, 
the building forms the centre/heart 
of the street. During peop le 's 
ciculating routes along the street, 
they would pass through the build-
ing unconsciously. To include the 
circulation into the building, link-
ing to the n e i g h b o u r h o o d is 
suggested. 
Internal circulation ： 
To push peop le to go into the 
building, the ciculating routes from 
the entrance level to the higher 
level should provide special expe-
rience to activate their curiosity. 
Combining artistic installation with 
the circul3tio门 can, on one hand, 
attract people 's attention, while on 
the other hand, to assimilate the 
aesthetic knowledge of the local 
public. 
Project Brief 項目瞧 
C. Neighbourhood 
To have circulation flowing into the 
artspace, linkage to the neighbor-
hood is necessry to allow more 
people using the artspace as the 
m e d i a to c i rcu late inside the 
street. However, the amount of 
pedestrians flowing into the build-
ing is mainly based on the c o m -
mercial value of the neighborhood. 
If the bui lding sitting next to the 
artspace is popular to the public, 
ount of p e o ^ f l o w l n g from t\ 
ilding to t b g ^ ^ ^ c e is consid! 
ably h i a i ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ s are the 
Ii i l ^ n o f e l i a ^ Q g ^ l ^ i P n e pro: sed 
B r o f y E H ^ S ^ l ^ H E B j ^ S ^ L t h ! 
Dis t r i c t . Huj jg^reds p e o p i 
q r ueing tfiere to h'ave their tick 
et ::b‘uyi门g and movies watchirrg 
- , , i nza Plazaran^. of m.oqt famou 
s j i k p i n g c e n t r e i n 
, I t : 、 : - . ， - - - . 、 ' V + 劣 ！ ? 
in^ n f h e ^ r r ^ t '^^i^jdiS^ 






Final Design Expiaination 最終設If閩釋 
Floor Plans Design and Detailed Explaination 
96 
The other main entrance to 
the artspace is connected to 
the "Lady Street". On one 
hand , solving the conjestion 
in the Lady Street, on the 
other hand, to lead the cir-
culation into the building 
命 a o o 
雌 
V 
C r \ 
z 
further extendsion of the link-
Waiting coner with exhibition age of the building is allowed 
display boxes for the enjoy- to enhance the convenience 






This wide stair and upward 
esculator bring the pedes-
trian walking along Sai 





This ramp is designed for the disables or people 
who are in need as many level changing occur in 
the ground floor. Full exhibits display box is also 
located along the ramp for the enjoyment of the 
diables as well 
Ground Floor Plan Final Design Explalnatlon � 設 計 � 
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Final Design Explainatlon 最終設fh闈釋 First Floor Plan 
This area is used as viewing 
platform during the special 
Lift for Disables people and 
will be also used as fireman 
life - reaching every floor 
)m this floor 
y 5d as the majdrlcir-
to conriQQt all 
5laly. The 
metres i[/width to accorfnjno-
date not only people in 
circulatiing, allow peopit to 
stand at the railing to interact 
with the other part of the 
artspace through the middle 
strium 拥 
Lift for Disables people and 
will be also used as fireman 




This i i another activiti(d corner with restithg area fdr the peoples. This part 
t pf the human bodies. Som® footprints j>ro painted involvp? the movemer 
on the 
T in  n  Doaies. b  
floor of the ar4a. When people step on the foot prints, coloured 
iightlrjg will be tumed\|n. Thfe location ihe Tooiji^ rints on the floor are 
specially arranged in a pattern to simulate the dancing steps. When people 
follow the suggested orlder when steppinig on the ikotprints, they are ac-
tually dancing in fromt of the crowded. 
i—Jd 
• Linkage to rieighbourtioi^Nl* 
I 
Second Floor Plan 
Final Design Explalnation 最終設計閩釋 
The main function of this space is to allow people to have their break point 
^ afteij^opping.But at t ^ s a m e time, a specially designe^ct iv i t ies^r-
丫 ner fe|1ocated to encour^e people to partppate. This conerrls s e p e r ^ d 
into rooms which contains the 1 to 1 sample of the muscial instructments 
with tl[ifi samplfi sni ind —m the inRtri]Rtm[antQ whc^n p^ anpic 
some, button-like controls ； 
suited when different pJo ole 
I m I 
Different corjnposition of music.\ 
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Final Design Explainatlon 最終設fh闈釋 
Third Floor Plan 
® ® © 9 ? 
A sitting corner locsJted nect to the atrium. People can hive their breakfast, 
l^nch or even dinner at these tables 尹ns seat providecj, and at tjpe same 
time , appreciate " t h ^ activities and lovement of the other floor 





and is related to 
T 
"(polour". "l|l here is a rhi\i nf 
an be rotated to form different pattern like a 
The cylimders\[!di i Uu i updii ilbtU fun 11 uU paUui i ibi wl liul i 




l i t & t 
f o ? 
Fourth Floor Plan 
Final Design Explaination 雜設計闡釋 
The enquiry counter and ticket office for the upper exhibition rooms and 
per fq f ^nce hall is loc(^d all in this f lo(^ P e o p l ^ welcomed to seek 
any information on the f i s t i c activities t ^ e n placeid on the upper floors 
in the Mong Kok district. 
The first floor of exhibition area. This is where the small exhibition rooms 
are located to exhibit the work of the new/young artists. 
Final Design Explalnation 赚設計闡釋 
Fifth Floor Plan 
9 9 The large exhibition hall are located in this floor to have large exhibition/ artistic functiort to take place, like gradution shovJ of the Art or Architec-
Another level of small exhibition rooms but with its theme which will be 
changed jfrom time] to time. | | 
1 
1 B 1 1 ™ 
QO n y 




The only perllormance room iri the building whikh can o/ily accommo-
dates 100 people. Small scale of performace can be held. As the dis-
tance between the stage and the seating is so close that the performance 
involving interactive activities are recommended. 
? 中 9 ^ (p 
Final Design Explainatlon 最終設fh闈釋 
Sixth Floor Plan 
c r r c I 
Classrooms and workshpps for the people that 
art in a deeper sense 
Final Design Explainatlon 最終設fh闈釋 
Level 7 to 9 
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Final Design Expiaination 最終設If閩釋 
Elevation Design and Detailed Explaination 
J 
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Final Design Explalnation 最終設計閩釋 
% 
110 
a t i a l Internal 
Final Design Explalnatlon 最終設計闌釋 
Escalator and w ide stair connect ing the street to the building 
111 
Final Design Expiaination 最終設If閩釋 
The other stair and escalator are facing the "Lady Street", help solv-
ing the congest ion prob lem in the existing state. 
112 
Final Design Explalnation 最終設計閩釋 
rrrtf. 
Major function of the building is to serve as the circulation and breaking point 
of the pedestrian, making it become the daily routes of the passing by, who 
can then be initiated to contact with "Art" setting up along the creating path 
113 
Along the circulation, several "participate" artistic activities are pro-
vided for the pedestrians： 
114 
Final Design Explalnation 最終設計閩釋 
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Final Design Explalnation 最終設計閩釋 
The artistic activities are emphasized in 3 main categories of "Artistic element": 
movement, audio and colour. These simple activities are serving as the basis 
to st imulate and motivate people to have more part ic ipat ion in "Art" - as a 
preparation for a deeper learning of "Art" in the upper floor 
115 
Final Design Explaination 雜 設 計 闡 釋 
Transparency is emphasized in the building to expose "Art" in front of 
passing by arising the attention and interest of the people in Art, like 
playing piano in the glass box 
Different Level of transparency will be appeared in the building toserve 
different artistic activities, which require different spatial qualities. 
117 
Final Design Expiaination 最終設If閩釋 
m U 
Final Design Explaination 雜設計闡釋 
Those glass box, on one hand serving as the containers for the 
exhibits, on the other hand, performing as an exhibit of internal 
activities or lighting as well 
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Images of the Com. 
munity • Artists Artspace 
Special Studies - Transparent Enclosure 
Community - Artists Artspace In Mong Kok, Sai Yeung 
Choi Street 
The main funct ion of the building is to encourage the 
particpation，interaction, and communication between public, 
artists and “Art，，in the daily activities. To eliminate the repellence 
and fear from the public towards "Art" or artistic activities, re-
moval of the mysterious mask over “Art，，seems to be necessary. 
People can access into "Art" as easily as those normal activities 
-shopping, eating, etc. To enhance the contact of public and 
"Art", the TRANSPARENCY of the building is emphasized. Uses 
of different level of Transparency within the building, the dis-
tance between people and the artistic activities is shortened, and 
at the same time, with different combination of lighting, the build-
ing itself can be treated as an exhibit along the street. 
- - J 
Transparent 
+ Different lighting effect 
+ Shadow 
=Changing inside/outside spatial experience 
Level of Transparency 
The necessity of transparent enclosure is to allow contact between inside and outside 
for some of the human activities. However, for those that placing privacy in the first place, 
transparency seems to be an interrupt for the smooth running of the activities. Actually, 
when privacy is not the main issue in the space programmes, transparency is able to en-
hance the internal spatial quality and the external images. With different level and types of 
transparent enclosures, different shadow effect can be produced. When all these special 
factors combine with the activities happened inside the enclosure, the spatial experience is 
greatly enhanced. For those activities like gallery, exhibition space, etc., transparency 
iliiii 




I H H B i 画 I 醒 墜 扉 醒 t i l 丽 難 ; 
en JEnc losum i n 
enclosed with thin paper enclosed by bamboo chips with 
grids of shadow produced 
when the bamboo 
chips arragned with 
no order, new pat-
tern of shadow 
produced 
translucent enclosure 
F o r a t r a n s l u c e n t 
enclosure, certain level of 
privacy is maintained. 
However, with the inter-
nal l ight ing effect, the 
shadow of the inside 
activites can be viewed 
from outside. Combined 
with the shadow of the 
internal activites, the en-
closure seems to have 
undergo changing with 
r e s p e c t t o t i m e . 
Nowaday, there are many 
artistic performances 
using tranlucent enclo-
sures as one of their me-
dia ro exp ress t he i r 
concept. The artists per-
f o r m i n s i d e t h e 
enclosure, the viewer can 
only see the moving of 
their shadow, to produce 
a mysterious feeling. 
open enclosure with ordered bam-
J T boo chips 
In this type of enclosure, 
p r i v a c y c a n n o t be 
maintained. Instead, the 
interaction between in-
side and outside is en-
hanced in certain degree. 
The special effect is an-
other focus in this type of 
transparent enclosure. 
With the bamboo chips 
placed in an ordered grid, 
a regular shadow patter 
comes out. For most of 
the cases, the artists will 
combine their art work 
w i th the shadow pro-
duced to emphasize the 











 i . 
open enclosure with disordered 
bamboo chips . 
With similar effect as the 
previous one, this semi-
open enclosure gives no 
privacy to the activites 
happened ins ide the 
space. Disorder ing is 
e m p h a s i z e d in t h i s 
e n c l o s u r e , w i t h the 
accummulat ion of the 
bamboo chips in a disor-
dering way, the shadow 
c o m e s o u t can be 
changed if the angle and 
location of the spot light 
is changed . The feeling 
inside and outside the 
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As mentioned above, the inside spatial experi-
ence and outer image of the transparent enclosure 
can be changed if applying different types and level 
of transparency and different coloured lighting. 
Actually, the feeling of the space can also be changed 
when using only one kind of enclosure material. 
Inthis experiment, water is used as the encBosed 
media.'When sprayiing water onto the surface of the 
glass enclosure, water droplets is adhered and 
started to drop down the surface. With llight shines 
on the enclosure, the shadow of the running water 
droplet comes out, which is undergo changing with 
respect to time. 
i 
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